The following Student Forums have been approved. Student leaders will pick up a Student Forum Registration roster from the Registrar's Office and have interested students sign the roster during the Drop/Add period. The student leader will return the form with all signatures to the Registrar's Office by the last day of the Drop/Add Period and the student will be enrolled. Enrollment limit is 15 per class plus the student leader(s).

ARST419-1  Woodcraft in Art and Design  .50
This course will cover the basic languages and forms of woodworking including precision cutting, lamination, joinery, carving, and finishing.

Student Leaders:  Dotan Appelbaum and Levi Ask
Faculty Sponsor:  Kate TenEyck

COL419-1  "Teenage" Television: Aesthetics, History and Hate Watching  1.0
This forum will examine a brief history of the teen soap opera and the ways it has developed and changed since the advent of the genre in the early 1990's focusing on questions of representation, expressions of contemporary societal values in their narratives, and how their aesthetic systems create a unique kind of entertainment.

Student Leader:  Clara Brown-Coggiano and Nathan Cheng
Faculty Sponsor:  Joseph Fitzpatrick

ECON419-1  Portfolio Management and Competition  1.0
Picking stocks, managing a portfolio, and minimizing risk are crucial skills that will be taught and executed under the forum of the Chicago Quantitative Alliance (CQA) Challenge, which will be sponsored by Kurt Cubbage '90.

Student Leaders:  Julian Ross and Christina LoGiudice
Faculty Sponsor:  Abigail Hornstein

ENGL419-1  Young Adult Literature and Political Ideology  1.0
The forum will be an examination of young adult novels, the political ideologies they espouse, and the construction of political ideology in adolescents.

Student Leader:  Katie Livingston
Faculty Sponsor:  Sean McCann
ENVS419-1  Farm Forum  1.0
Farm Forum aims to teach Wesleyan students about small-scale organic
agriculture through a combination of discussion-based seminars and
experiential learning on Long Lane Farm.

Student Leader: Sophie Linett
Faculty Sponsor: Paul Erickson

WRCT419-1  Taking Comedy Seriously  1.0
This forum will cover a range of comedic platforms, mostly focusing on
alternative stand-up and film/television in the US.

Student Leaders: Hannah Cooper
Faculty Sponsor: Amy Bloom